LIFE AFTER 2020,
When this mess is finally over, and the pandemic actually ends, Oh! Such a thrill it would be, to
finally again be with our friends,
When the world is back to normal, there’s no need of lockdown anymore, we could go out
without any fear, our normal routines we could restore,
When wearing masks, wouldn’t be compulsory, not carrying sanitizers everywhere, oh! What a
delight it would be! To escape this nightmare,
More people would want to be health workers, as their importance has been realized, people
would take several pills, to remain immunized,
We would consume a balanced diet; nutritious food will be popularized, for every other outfits
masks and sanitizers would be stylized,
Traffic jams would return, people would again crowd the streets, the fear and death rates
would decrease, the pollution would once again increase,
Waste would again collect on the streets, industrialization would resume, the healing of earth
will stop, the earth won’t be able to bloom,
But the earth is so beautiful right now, with a clear bright sky, where animals roam fearlessly,
the birds fly high,
Huge tall trees, with lush green leaves, the earth is healing slowly, and being treated the way it
deserves to be,
The snow capped Himalayas would be back, different birds are going to migrate, Looks like the
earth and the corona virus, both will co operate,
The holy and captivating Ganga will be revived again, flowing unstoppably through the land, it
would be clean and unpolluted, no plastic, waste or sand,
But only man can ruin everything; once again, the earth will suffer, so let’s not let that happen,
lets help the earth recover,
Let’s show the mother earth that we have learnt our lesson, rather than aggression lets show
her affection,
I know it’s easier said than done, but let’s at least consider this suggestion, let’s work together
and bring the nature back to perfection.
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